I think I'm going to make a copy of the secrets.

I'm going to put a secret page where all the secrets are.

Dr. Biology is locking the door.

Dr. Biology is climbing the fence.

Dr. Biology is having lunch.

I'm going to go scuba diving to look for evidence.

Rain is going to turn on the pressure regulator.
The plant maybe has some evidence.

Karen is holding some sea creatures.

The manta rays are swimming.

Kerin is holding some plants.

Mabe there is some evidence on the plant.

Kerin is putting some plants in the jar.

Karen is measuring something.

Some body said, "some thing"
Kerin is using the bunsen Burner to melt the metal.

Kerin is putting some liquid in the metal.

I'm going to pour the liquid in another cup.

They are going to put something in that jar.

There is a shoe in the jar.

This is the perfect jar for the shoe.

Crack!!
I'm thinking I'm going to steal the secret papers.

I got a great plan coming up. I hope it's good because I won't lose these papers!

Oh no.

Hi Dr. Biology. I got something that I have to do.

Hi Frank what do you have on your hand?

I am going to take this to the ups.

Frank is going to steal the secret.

Dr. Biology is going to make some samples.

The airplane is going to take off.

Dr. Biology is looking at the sample.
I am going to take out some liquid.